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Looking for a definition (I) : international/public dimension

Climate finance refers to the financial resources mobilised to fund actions that 
mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change, including public climate 

finance commitments by developed countries under the UNFCCC, although a 
definition of the term “climate finance” is yet to be agreed internationally

A target: the the $100 billion commitment in the Paris Agreement
As of today: $12 billion  



• Green Climate Fund (GCF) 
the world’s largest dedicated 
multilateral climate fund 

Climate Finance as a pillar of the Paris Agreement



Climate Finance during the pandemic

• GCF moved rapidly during 2020 with a three-pronged approach to maintain 
climate ambition during the pandemic:
1. Adaptive portfolio management 
2. Support for developing country recovery planning 
3. Accelerated pipeline of climate projects with strong co-benefits 

• …still there is a substantial gap in reaching the Paris Agreement goals



Looking for a definition (II): national/private dimension

UN (2021)
…meeting the commitments in the Paris Agreement will require a vast and 
fundamental shift in private finance and in the financial system as a whole; 
without this, the goals of net zero carbon by 2050 and those of the Paris 
Agreement cannot be met

Private finance: form international and regional banks to financial actors 



A few relevant Figures

Source: Climate Chance, Global 
Synthesis Report (2020)



Looking for a definition (III): decentralized/firms’ dimension



Carbon neutrality and net-zero: a caveat

• Carbon neutral: balancing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by ‘offsetting’
– or removing from the atmosphere – an equivalent amount of carbon for the
amount produced (‘carbon credits’ and/or by support to GHG-reduction
initiatives such as renewable-energy projects)

• However, a commitment to carbon neutrality does not require (or even
necessarily imply) a commitment to reduce overall GHG emissions

• Net-zero carbon: reducing greenhouse gas emissions with the goal of
balancing the emissions produced and emissions removed from the earth’s
atmosphere.



Overlapping the three dimensions: Are recovery plans « Green »?



Key regulatory issues 

• Role of regulators
– Financial regulation (Principles of Responsible Investments: disclosure on climate risks, 

portfolio alignment)
– Taxonomy (in EU…not operational yet; in the US…not existing)
– Labels and Standards (very heterogeneous)

But also « real economy » incentives
– Subsidies to green investments and R&D (toward not only green energy but also key 

« negative emission » technologies)
– Targets: Fit for 55, waste and recycling, biodiversity…



Key recommandation

• Just Transition: an additional still strategic constraint

 The concept of Just Transition, born several years ago, is finding its first
operational response in impact debt tools such as sustainable bonds and loans
along with their various permutations. The European taxonomy attempts to take
this into account as well, with the introduction of minimum social criteria for an
activity to be considered sustainable.

 The challenge today is to generalize this notion and to ensure that there is
coherence in the commitments in a bottom up perspective and distribution of
efforts
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